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Overview
New York City’s LaGuardia Airport was built in the late 1930’s to provide
safe and convenient access to one of the world’s great business and financial
centers. In recent years, however, LaGuardia has become infamous for its
long delays, noise and air pollution.
In 1999, Congress began considering the Aviation Investment Reform Act
for the twenty-first century (AIR-21). Though the nascent form of this
legislation contained some valuable improvements for the aviation
infrastructure in this country, it also contained a provision detrimental to one
of the nation’s busiest airports, LaGuardia Airport.
The early versions of this bill contained language that would lift the High
Density Rule at LaGuardia Airport. This would essentially allow airlines to
have unrestricted access to the airport by eliminating the slots. In an airport
that is already completely saturated, the inclusion of this provision would
have been disastrous for the airport, the residents in surrounding
communities, and travelers who wish to fly into LaGuardia.
In order to preserve the High Density Rule, the overwhelming majority of
Congressional Members of the Queens delegation negotiated a compromise
that would keep the High Density Rule in place through 2007. The
compromise, however, allowed for exemptions to the High Density Rule to
be filed by airlines seeking to have regional jet service to under-served
airports. Unfortunately, the intent of this compromise was not realized.
The current situation at LaGuardia need not exist. This report will begin by
providing a comprehensive overview of the physical characteristics of the
airport which lead to the logistical constraints with which it must grapple on
a daily basis. In addition, the report will explore the events that have caused
the airport to be in its current state, and the effect on the communities
surrounding the airport. This report will conclude by offering
recommendations to resolve these critical issues.
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I.

LaGuardia Airport Facts

Location:
LaGuardia Airport (LGA) has been operated by The Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey under a lease with the City of New York since June 1, 1947.
The airport is located in the Borough of Queens, New York City, bordering on Flushing
Bay and Bowery Bay, eight miles from midtown Manhattan. It occupies 680 acres of
land, hosting 72 aircraft gates.
History:
The site was first occupied by Gala Amusement Park. Transformed in 1929 into a 105acre private flying field, it was first named Glenn H. Curtiss Airport and later North
Beach Airport. Taken over by New York City, it was enlarged by purchase of adjoining
land and by filling in 357 acres of waterfront along the east side.
Ground was broken on September 9, 1937 for a new airport, which was built jointly by
the city and the Federal Works Progress Administration. It was dedicated on October 15,
1939 as New York City Municipal Airport. On November 2, 1939, the name was
changed to New York Municipal Airport--LaGuardia Field. On December 2 of that year,
it was opened to commercial traffic.
In 1947, the year the airport was leased to the Port Authority, it was renamed LaGuardia
Airport. A new Central Terminal Building was opened in 1964 and enlarged in 1967 and
1992.
Original construction by the City of New York cost $40 million. The Port Authority's
total capital investment in LaGuardia Airport as of December 1997 was approximately
$791 million.
There are over 9,000 persons employed at the airport. LGA contributes $5.7 billion in
economic activity to the NY/NJ metropolitan region, generating 63,000 jobs.
By the end of the decade combined Port Authority and airline investment for the
LaGuardia Redevelopment Program is expected to exceed $800 million. The
redevelopment program includes expanding and modernizing the Central Terminal
Building, reconfiguring and widening roadways, improving runways and taxiways, a
recently completed passenger terminal in the east end, airline modernization of gate areas
and passenger service areas and other rehabilitation projects.
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Dedicated on April 17, 1964, the Central Terminal Building (CTB) serves most of the
airport's scheduled domestic airlines. Originally constructed at a cost of $36 million, the
six-block-long structure consists of a four-story central section, two three-story wings and
four concourses leading to 38 aircraft gate positions. The Central Terminal Building is
nearing completion of a $340 million expansion and modernization. The centerpiece, a
$47 million project for a complete redevelopment of the center section, including new
elevators and escalators to accommodate the elderly and disabled, is complete. The
redesign of the center section provides space for a broader range of retail and food
business services and improves pedestrian traffic flow within the terminal.
The expanded and modernized ticketing and arrivals areas of the CTB's West Wing were
completed in 1992. The expansion of the lower or arrivals level of the CTB by 55 feet
added 56,000 square feet of space for passenger meeting and greeting areas, larger
baggage belts, improved passenger services and ground transportation information
counters.
Work on Concourse C's security checkpoint, connector and the west wing of the CTB by
United has been completed and TWA has also completed its area. The Port Authority has
commenced modernization of the balance of the east wing departures and arrivals areas
and common use areas.
American Airlines:
American Airlines has already completed a $32 million renovation and expansion project
that included its gate boarding areas in the west end of the CTB, baggage claim, ticketing
counters and a new Admirals Club. US Airways modernized its ticketing and baggage
areas and also completed other improvements in the West Wing before it left the CTB.
US Airways:
East end airport roadways were reconfigured and expanded to handle the increased traffic
at that end of the airport where the new, 12-gate US Airways Terminal opened on
September 12, 1992. The $250 million, 300,000-square-foot terminal connects to US
Airways' Shuttle Terminal and adjoins its lobby and check-in areas.
In addition, US Airways purchased a portion of Continental's slots at LaGuardia and its
lease for the new terminal adjoining the shuttle terminal at the east end of the airport.
The eight-gate, $25 million US Airways Shuttle Terminal serves passengers on hourly
shuttle flights to Boston and Washington, D.C. It has been operated by US Airways since
April 1992.
Delta Airlines:
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The Delta Air Lines terminal at the east end of the airport opened in June 1983. The
terminal has ten aircraft gate positions. The cost of the new terminal was approximately
$96 million. Delta's redevelopment of their food and retail concessions is underway.
Marine Air Terminal (MAT):
Once called the Overseas Terminal, this was the original airport terminal building, built
near the bay to serve the flying boats that dominated international air travel in the '30s
and '40s. In 1995 the Marine Air Terminal was designated an historical landmark.
It is two-storied and domed, with an interior rotunda. It is used by commuter airlines, air
taxis, private aircraft, Signature Flight Support--a fixed-base operator, and a private
weather service. On September 18, 1980, the James Brooks mural entitled "Flight,"
which was originally completed in 1942, was rededicated by the Port Authority. The
mural, the largest created under the WPA Art Program (the WPA Program ended in the
1940's) helped earn the MAT its designation as a New York City historic landmark.
On October 1, 1986, Pan Am opened its shuttle operation in its new addition to the
Marine Air Terminal. The new terminal section houses six aircraft gates from which
Delta Air Lines now operates hourly shuttle service to Boston and Washington.

Control Tower:
The l50-foot-high control tower, Building 88, began operations in May 1964.
Parking:
The airport provides a total of 10,400 parking spaces. This includes employee parking
and 7,500 public spaces--including hourly, metered and parking garage spaces.
Completed at the end of 1976 at a cost of $30 million, the five-level Parking Garage can
accommodate approximately 3,000 cars. In addition to ground-level access to the Central
Terminal Building (CTB), there are two sheltered connectors equipped with moving
walkways that lead to the third level of the CTB.
Roadways:
An alternate exit roadway leading to 94th Street and the Grand Central Parkway from the
Garage Plaza was completed in September l983, and a new direct entrance to the garage
from the airport's 94th Street entrance was constructed in the fall of 1988.
In 1991, the upper or departure level roadway to the CTB was widened with three new
lanes to handle peak period passenger drop-off traffic and to eliminate traffic backing up
onto the Grand Central Parkway, and the roadways were realigned to ease traffic flow.
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Parking lots 4 and 4a were combined into one lot and Parking Lot 3 was reconfigured.
The two lots are now surrounded by a one-way, two-lane roadway loop. In 1994 the
arrivals-level roads were expanded to three separate roadways accommodating eight
lanes for smoother traffic flow.
An attractive, new fence of "Big Apples," designed by New York artist David Saunders,
graces the pedestrian islands and sidewalks at both ends of the CTB. A canopy over the
two pedestrian islands on the arrivals level and walkways from the parking garage to the
terminal now offers passengers protection from the weather.
Fuel Storage Facility:
There are eight above-ground tanks, with a total capacity of approximately 5,130,000
gallons. Fuel is delivered by pipeline from supply sources in Linden, New Jersey.
Operations began in 1975.
Runways:
There are two main runways, 4-22 and 13-31. Each is 7,000 feet long by 150 feet wide.
The first 330-foot-long section of the safety overrun for Runway 13/31 opened for use
before the 1994-95 snow season. Part of a massive engineering effort, the safety overrun
is now 460 feet long by 740 feet wide and provides added access to the safety area for
emergency equipment and personnel.
In 1994 both runways and sections of the taxiways were re-paved and new aeronautical
signage (distance markers) were installed. Taxiway surfaces were re-paved in 1995.
In a $40 million project completed in 1967 by the Port Authority, both runways were
extended over water to 7,000 feet by 150 feet wide. The extensions were built on a 50acre, L-shaped pile-supported concrete structure ranging in width from 700 to 900 feet.
The northerly 2,000 foot (by 150 feet wide) extension to Runway 4-22, complete with
taxiway and holding pad, was built into Rikers Island Channel and opened to air traffic in
March 1966.
Similarly, the westerly 1,035-foot (by 150 feet wide) extension to Runway 13-31, with its
parallel taxiway, was extended into the Channel and opened to air traffic in November
1966.
Two 3,000-foot piers were constructed beyond the ends of the runway extensions to
support an Approach Lighting System with sequenced flashers. A ship channel was
dredged between Rikers Island and South Brother Island to replace the Rikers Island
Channel, which was closed. The ship channel is maintained by the federal government.
As a point of reference, the runway system at JFK consists of two pairs of parallel
runways set at right angles. JFK’s total runway length is nearly nine miles.
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Runway 4-22:
A bi-directional instrument runway, Runway 4-22 is grooved and equipped with
centerline and edge lighting. Takeoffs are permitted with visibility lower than a quarter of
a mile, and landings on Runway 22 with visibility less than half a mile.
Navigational aids in the 22 approach include an Instrument Landing System (ILS), an
Approach Lighting System (ALS), Touchdown Zone Lighting (TDZ), Runway End
Indicator Light System (REILS), and Visual Approach Slope Indicator System (VASI).
Runway 4 is equipped with an ILS, an Approach Lighting System (ALS), and Precision
Approach Path Indicator (PAPI).
Runway 13-31:
Runway 13-31 is equipped with REILS at both ends, an ILS, and Approach Lighting
System (ALS) serving Runway 13, a VASI (3 bar for wide-bodied aircraft) system
serving Runway 31, and conventional VASI serving Runway 13. The runway is equipped
with centerline and edge lighting, and like Runway 4-22 is grooved for added traction
during wet weather.
Takeoffs are permitted with visibility lower than a quarter of a mile, and landings on
Runway 13 with half a mile visibility. 2
Taxiways:
All taxiways are equipped with centerline lights except for Taxiways "AC" and "R"
1

Source: Port Authority of New York/ New Jersey

2

Information from the Port Authority Website (www.panynj.gov)
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(between Runways 22 and 13).
Nine additional aircraft parking spaces have been constructed at the end of Taxiway "E."

Year

LAGUARDIA AIR TRAFFIC STATISTICS
Plane Movements
Passengers
Air Cargo (tons)

Air Mail (tons)

1949*
1960
1970
1980

159,465
191,736
297,652
317,633

3,284,214
4,227,755
11,845,141
17,467,962

36,061
30,672
39,815
35,257

14,585
13,466
24,119
47,654

1988
1989
1990

362,072
349,054
356,358

24,158,780
23,158,317
22,764,604

56,489
63,504
70,792

60,591
54,729
58,033

1991

326,776

19,682,256

52,002

53,597

1992
332,353
19,745,847
1993
337,139
19,804,566
1994
337,739
20,730,467
1995
345,488
20,599,210
1996
345,647
20,699,136
1997
354,921
21,596,893
1998
358,157
22,849,071
*First full calendar year of Port Authority Operations

55,205
46,488
40,375
30,484
27,690
26,652
23,863

60,005
62,254
62,371
71,928
67,972
66,083
51,972

II. Recent History
The Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the twenty-first century (AIR-21), H.R.
1000 sought to phase out the High Density Rule in selected airports throughout the
nation. Title II of the bill explicitly calls for “the eventual termination of requirements
prohibiting the increase or decrease by the FAA Administrator in the number of takeoffs
and landings (High Density Rule) at O’Hare International Airport, Reagan National
Airport, LaGuardia Airport, or Kennedy International Airport.”3
On June 15, 1999, the House of Representatives passed H.R. 1000. However,
Congressman Crowley and members of the Queens delegation, were successful in adding
language to a manager’s amendment, to delay the elimination of slot restrictions that limit
flights to Kennedy, and LaGuardia airports.
For Kennedy and LaGuardia airports, the total elimination of slot rules would be delayed
until Jan. 1, 2007. Prior to that time, however, beginning on March 1, 2000, flights could
3

Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century, H.R. 1000, 1999
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be added without restriction for regional jets having 70 seats or less that provide service
to small or medium sized non-hub airports.
In August 2000, the House and Senate went to conference over the AIR 21 bill. The
Senate conferees added language, which would also give exemptions to the High Density
Rule (HDR) for new entrant carriers and limited incumbent carriers, which included
airlines having less than 20 slots at airport. Traditionally, this definition was applied to
airlines with less than 12 slots. The House conferees fought for the number to remain at
12, however, the Senate insisted on 20. Furthermore, all exemptions must be Stage III
Regional Jet aircraft. New entrant and Limited Incumbent applicants are limited to 20
slots in total at the airport.
Under the law, applications for exemptions under this law must be submitted 30 days
following the enactment of AIR-21. This led to nearly 600 new applications for flights at
LaGuardia. If these applications were not submitted in a timely fashion, they could not
use the exemption provisions.
Common sense dictates that LaGuardia cannot handle the 300 additional daily flights, as
this works out to an additional 7 ½ hours of flights a day. There simply is not time
during peak hours—where the demand for flights is concentrated. The FAA recommends
no more than 75 operations per hour in ideal weather conditions. According to the air
traffic controllers, there have been as many as 96 operations an hour at LaGuardia.
The tremendous influx of applications can also be explained by competition between
airlines. Currently, U.S. Airways basically dominates the market on flights to small,
underserved areas. Delta and Continental, particularly Continental, are trying to break
into this market. By taking advantage of the exemptions provided in AIR-21, airlines can
increase their share of the total number of slots at LaGuardia, thereby increasing their
share in the overall profits.
The effects of this feeding frenzy by the airlines have put the future of LaGuardia Airport
in great peril. With over 300 new flights resulting from the 600 exemption applications,
the situation at LaGuardia continued to deteriorate. Recent data indicates that nearly a
quarter of all flight delays in the country occur at LaGuardia airport. In response to the
gridlock at LaGuardia, the Federal Aviation Administration announced that it would
conduct a slot lottery to stem the delays at LaGuardia.
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Summary Departure Statistics: New York, La Guardia as Origin
Airport
Late Flights, December 2000

Peak Time
8:00 a.m.-9:59 a.m.
5:30 p.m.-8:59 p.m.

Total
Numbe
r
Of
Flights
233
200
897
581

Destination Airport
All Airports
Top 29 Airports
All Airports
Top 29 Airports

Average
Minutes
of
Departure
Delay

Average
Minutes
Taxi-out
Time

48.8
49.0
68.8
69.6

34.9
34.8
33.4
33.9

Average
Minutes
from
Schedule
d
Departure
to
Take Off
83.8
83.8
102.2
103.5

Summary Arrival Statistics: New York, La Guardia as Destination
Airport
Late Flights, December 2000

Peak Time
8:00 a.m.-9:59 a.m.
5:30 p.m.-8:59 p.m.

Origin Airport

Total
Numbe
r
Of
Flights

All Airports
Top 29 Airports
All Airports
Top 29 Airports

223
141
1,006
670

Average
Minutes
of Arrival
Delay
10.5
11.2
33.3
31.4

Averag
e
Minute
s
Taxi-in
Time
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.2

Average
Minutes
of Airborne
Time
100.1
100.7
113.0
117.4

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, December 2000

III. Exploiting AIR-21
The compromise reached during the conference on AIR-21 had four primary goals. First,
it sought to preserve the HDR through 2007. Second, it would increase access to
LaGuardia from small and medium sized non-hubs. Third, it would spark competition
between airlines at the airport. Finally, it would create much-needed routes from underserved communities in upstate New York to New York City. That was the intent of the
compromise. What was the result?
8

The moment AIR-21 became law, the airlines submitted over 600 applications for
exemptions to the High Density Rule at LaGuardia. These applications requested flights
for regional jets 70 seats and less. Exemptions filed for service to and from places such as
Saratoga Springs, Buffalo and Rochester were forced to take a backseat to cities such as
Chattanooga and Richmond that already have a sufficient level of service.

In response to a significant increase in exemption operations under AIR-21 beginning in
late summer (from 53 operations in August 2000 to 192 operations at the end of
September), the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (Port Authority) issued a
letter on August 2 to all carriers filing for AIR-21 exemptions requiring 45 days advance
notice of new operations at the airport under AIR-21. On August 21, the Port Authority
issued a second letter to carriers planning to initiate service under AIR-21 exemptions
requesting that the carriers schedule their flights outside of the most congested hours in
order to mitigate the delays generated by additional flights. On September 19, the Port
Authority, answering concerns from community groups and the Queens Congressional
Delegation, announced a temporary moratorium on new flights. In that letter, the Port
Authority stated its intent to replace this moratorium as soon as possible with a measure
that will prevent an unlimited increase in operations at LaGuardia, and at the same time
fairly accommodate Federal interests in competition and in service to small hub or nonhub airports as provided in AIR-21.
To that end, the Port Authority has proposed to the FAA the imposition of a limit on the
number of AIR-21 exemption flights at LaGuardia, and the allocation of those flights to
eligible carriers through a lottery procedure to address, in the short-term, the current
situation at the airport.
IV. Factors Leading to Slot Lottery
The following factors describe the current operating conditions experienced at
LaGuardia:
•

4

There were more than 9,000 flight delays at LaGuardia in September 2000, up
from 3,108 in September 1999. In September 2000, 25% of the flight delays in the
U.S. were at LaGuardia. In September 1999, the figure was 12%. 4

Aviation Delays in 2000, FAA, January 31, 2001
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•

Average delays for many afternoon flights at LaGuardia in September 2000
exceeded 48 minutes. The average delay for all flights that month was 43 minutes.

•

LaGuardia has recently experienced as many as 600 delayed flights on a day
when there is good weather and no other significant problems in the air traffic
control system.

•

Some flights at LaGuardia have experienced average ground delay time that
exceeds scheduled flight time.
Air carriers routinely cancel scheduled flights, especially in afternoon and
evening hours, due to aircraft positioning and other operational issues related to
excessive delays.

•

Since AIR-21 was enacted on April 5, 2000:
•

Carriers have filed exemption requests for more than 600 new flights a day at
LaGuardia.

•

As of November 1, over 300 new flights are operating under AIR-21 exemptions.

•

Carriers have published schedules for 28 new flights in December and 23 more
new flights in January 2001.

•

In April 2000, the number of scheduled operations at LaGuardia was 1064. As of
November 1, that number was 1344.

•

If the flights published for December and January began operation, there would
be approximately 1395 scheduled operations each day at the airport, an increase
of 30% in less than a year at an airport that was already one of the top two delay
airports in the U.S.
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V. Federal Aviation Administration’s Slot Lottery
The FAA announced that as of January 1, 2001, scheduled operations at La Guardia
would be limited to 75 per hour to limit daily and hourly demand on airport facilities and
the air traffic control system. The FAA believes that this number of flights can be
accommodated in good weather conditions and at the same time, will provide access for
AIR-21 exemption flights. As a result, the number of AIR-21 slot exemptions at
LaGuardia would be limited to approximately 150 a day between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
and 9:59 p.m. (the actual hourly total is 159). Also on January 1, 2001, the FAA would
reissue AIR-21 exemption slots and operating times to eligible carriers in accordance
with the results of the slot lottery. The FAA further proposed that carriers eligible for
participation in the lottery would be those carriers that have applications on file with the
Department, fulfilled the certification requirements, and would have commenced
operations by January 1, 2001. Lastly, the agency proposed that independently owned
carriers that had obtained AIR-21 certification in their own name could participate in the
lottery separately, regardless of whether the service is under that carrier’s name or under
a code-share arrangement.5
On December 4, 2000 at the FAA office in Washington, DC, FAA officials conducted the
LaGuardia slot lottery. The names of the 13 eligible airlines were placed into capsules,
then drawn at random to determine the order of the slot selection. Only New entrants and
Limited Incumbents were allowed to make selections in the first round. Small hub/Nonhub airlines were not permitted to make a first round selection. The subsequent rounds
followed the order determined by the random drawing until all 159 slots were selected.
The airlines selected slots in the time slot of their choice, until the slots in that time frame
were no longer available.

5

Federal Aviation Administration Website (www.faa.gov)
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Slot Breakdown by Hour
Hourly Period
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100

Number of Exemptions
16
11
9
8
8
13
14
8
12
7
2
7
7
6
316

The results of the slot lottery at LaGuardia were implemented as an interim solution to
remain in effect through September 15, 2001, when the FAA plans to announce the
permanent strategy for stemming congestion and delays at the airport.

VI.

Congressional Response

Reports have indicated that the Federal Aviation Administration will be unable to meet
the September 15, 2001 deadline to issue a permanent solution at LaGuardia. Current
law states that the results of the slot lottery will also expire on September 15, 2001. In
response to the impending deadline, Congressman Crowley and Congresswoman
McCarthy introduced the Airport Congestion Relief Act (H.R. 757) that seeks to
accomplish the following:
•

Call upon Secretary of Transportation, in consultation with the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey to continue to conduct a comprehensive study on remedies
needed to alleviate the concerns of aviation consumers and the community
surrounding LaGuardia Airport associated with increasing the number of flights at the
airport.

•

Extend the FAA deadline for completing its report to September 1, 2002.7

6
7

Federal Aviation Administration (www.faa.gov)
Source: H.R. 757, House of Representatives, February 27, 2001
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VII.

LaGuardia’s Effect on Surrounding Communities

The problems associated with traffic, flight delays, and air safety comprise one facet of
the situation at LaGuardia Airport. Air and noise pollution have a significant impact on
the surrounding communities, and must be addressed in any future recommendations
regarding a long-term solution for the airport.
Air Pollution:
Airport air pollution is similar in scope to that generated by local power plants,
incinerators, and refineries, yet is exempt from many of the rules other industrial
polluters must follow.
Many airports rank among the top 10 industrial air pollution sources in their respective
cities. Nationwide, planes at airports emit more than 1 percent of smog-forming gases.
But while pollution from other sources is stabilizing or decreasing, the pollution from
planes at airports continues to grow due to the tremendous growth in air travel and the
lack of controls on airport pollution.
For example, one 747 arriving and departing from an airport in New York City produces
as much smog as a car driven over 5,600 miles, and as much polluting nitrogen oxides as
a car driven nearly 26,500 miles. While the government has effectively required cars to
undergo emissions inspections (with resulting improvements in emissions and
efficiency), airplanes have not received the same scrutiny. Meanwhile, air travel is
increasing in popularity twice as fast as car travel and is projected to double within the
next 20 years.8
Federal regulators, airline representatives, and airport officials began negotiating policies
for reducing air pollution from airplanes and airports in February 1998.
Negotiators are focusing on baseline emissions for airports and potential pollution control
technologies and policies. Industry and government officials, along with state and local
officials, are negotiating the voluntary emission reductions under the National
Stakeholder Process for Aircraft/Airport Emissions, sponsored jointly by EPA and the
Federal Aviation Administration.9
Pollution produced by LaGuardia Airport is a significant contributor to the overall asthma
rates in the communities surrounding the airport. According to the American Lung
Association's estimates of the prevalence of lung disease, there are 80,105 adults with
asthma in Queens and there are 27,588 kids with asthma. Additionally, according to a
study done by Department of Community Medicine, Mount Sinai Medical Center, the zip
8

Based on FLYING OFF COURSE: Environmental Impacts of America's Airports, report by the Natural Resources
Defense Council.
9

The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc, March 6, 2000
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code areas around LaGuardia Airport all appear to have asthma hospitalization rates in
excess of the New York City Average.10

Hospitalization
Rate/10,000

Asthma Hospitalization Rates
80
60
New York City

40

East Elmhurst

20
0
City Comparison
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Noise Pollution:
Aircraft noise disturbs the normal activities of airport neighbors--their conversation,
sleep, and relaxation--and degrades their quality of life. Depending on the use of land
contiguous to an airport, noise may also affect education, health services, and other
public activities.
In response to the issue of noise pollution in the communities surrounding LaGuardia
airport, members of the Queens Congressional delegation introduced legislation that
would mandate quieter aircraft engines. The Silent Skies Act of 1999, called on the
Department of Transportation to the standard for Stage 4 aircraft - the next generation of
quieter engines and mandates that all aircraft to in compliance with Stage 4 noise levels
no later than the year 2012.
Stage 3 legislation, passed in 1990, mandated that all aircraft use engines at the Stage 3
noise level by the end of 1999. In the past decade, under Stage 3 requirements, aircraft
engines have become 50 % quieter. With the Stage 3 goal achieved, members of the
delegation seek to push for further restrictions on aircraft noise with the Silent Skies Act,
which would reduce aircraft noise by an additional 40%.12
Airlines have sought to sidestep the Stage 3 requirements by fitting aircraft with hush
kits. A hush kit forces engine exhaust through a nozzle into an ejector shroud, decreasing
the velocity of the exhaust and thus theoretically making it quieter. The reality is that
hush kits induce weight and performance penalties, which translate into 50 percent more
fuel consumption on take-off and significantly worse noise standards than current
technology aircraft.

10

Source: Department of Community Medicine, Mount Sinai Medical Center
Department of Community Medicine, Mount Sinai Medical Center
12
Source: Silent Skies Act, House of Representatives, 1999
11
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The Passenger Facility Charge (PFC) is a fee imposed on air travelers departing from
LaGuardia Airport. This $3 fee can be used by the Port Authority for airport and other
transportation related improvements. Though part of this revenue is being used for the
construction of the JFK AirTrain, some consideration of these funds should be given for
noise abatement strategies. The Port Authority is eligible for approximately $5 million
per year from the Federal Aviation Administration for noise mitigation.13
Other airports in the country have already initiated aggressive noise abatement programs.
For example, in February 1992, the Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC) of
Minneapolis-St. Paul commenced residential sound insulation program to preserve and
improve neighborhoods, while making the internal environment of the home compatible
with the exterior aircraft noise. From 1992 to 1999, the MAC has insulated more than
5,300 homes at a cost to the MAC of $127.6 million. An average of $33,500 was spent
on each home. The MAC Part 150 study was funded from airport and airline generated
funding sources, including passenger facility charges and federal Airport Improvement
Program (AIP) funds. No general fund, property taxes or state income taxes are used for
the program.14

13
14

Port Authority of New York/New Jersey, Airtrain
Source: Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, Sound Insulation Program
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VIII. Recommendations
• FAA Part 150 Study at LaGuardia:
The purpose of a Part 150 study is to evaluate programs to reduce the impact of
airport noise on neighborhoods adjacent to the airport. The study will identify
existing noise levels and project noise levels in the future. It will also evaluate noise
abatement and land use alternatives, and then recommend those programs that can be
expected to reduce the number of people affected by noise.15 Other U.S. airports such
as Minneapolis-St. Paul, Phoenix and Seattle-Tacoma have all completed successful
Part 150 studies. The Port Authority of New York/New Jersey has yet to request a
Part 150 study for LaGuardia Airport.
Required Elements:
1. Inventory of Existing Conditions - This task primarily gathers land use and
zoning maps from municipalities surrounding the Airport in order to assess which
uses are currently compatible with existing noise levels and which are not.
2. Noise Measurements - An extensive noise measurement program has been
designed using a combination of the permanent noise monitoring system, several
semi-permanent sites to be used for two week periods four times a year, and
several temporary sites to be moved around as needed.
3. Future Noise Reduction Alternatives - Based on the information gathered,
determine possible actions to reduce noise impact will be generated, analyzed and
assessed for feasibility.
4. Recommended Noise Compatibility Plan - The most promising noise abatement
programs and land use compatibility options will be combined into a
recommended program.
5. Port Authority and FAA Approval - Recommendations from the Study will be
presented to the Port Authority for approval. Those recommendations, which the
Port Authority chooses to adopt, will be submitted to the FAA for approval. Land
use and zoning actions as a general rule are the purview of individual
municipalities, or the County to implement if they desire.16
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•

Environmental Protection Agency Study
In 1997, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 completed its
review of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC) program to identify facilities with major violations of their permits for air
emissions and bring them into compliance. Specifically, EPA looked at how well
NYSDEC identifies these major violators, referred to as significant violators, how
well it reports these violators to EPA and how effectively it addresses the violations.17
Given that this report is nearly five years old, the Environmental Protection Agency
should commence an updated study to devise a strategy that will identify the major
violators and to mitigate the impact of the air pollution on the health of men, women
and children in Queens County.

• Efforts to Reduce Airplane Congestion
Congestion Pricing:
Just like automobile traffic on a highway, air traffic at any major airport has "rush hours."
The trouble is the way that airports usually charge for takeoffs and landings gives
airlines, passengers, and private pilots little incentive to shift their use to other airports or
to less congested times of the day or days of the week. Under current federal regulations
and practices, airports charge the same price for landing regardless of the time of day.
(Although the emphasis here is on the fact that landing fees and gate rental charges do not
vary with time of day, it should be noted that airports generally undercharge for these
services at all times of the day, creating a general incentive to overuse the airport system.
Because fees are calculated on the basis of historical costs rather than replacement costs,
they tend to understate actual airport costs substantially. Most airports, moreover, base
their fees mainly if not exclusively on weight, charging more for heavier craft. Larger,
heavier planes required wider, longer, thicker runways. Today, however, costs do not
vary as significantly with the weight of a plane.
Indeed, a large jet actually may cost less to take off or land if it can get off the runway
sooner, making way for another plane. Pricing based primarily on the weight of the plane
encourages inefficient use of major airports by smaller planes that could easily land
elsewhere at smaller airfields.
If airports were free to charge premium prices to any airplane taking off or landing during
"rush hours," or on particularly busy days, then some travelers would choose to fly at
other, less congested times when landing fees, reflected in the prices of airline tickets,
were lower. Likewise, those who now fly smaller private airplanes into major airports
might instead choose to land at nearby smaller airports where landing fees were lower. Or
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they could fly on commercial airliners instead of in their own planes; this would be the
air-travel equivalent of taking a bus or subway instead of driving alone in a car.18
The implementation of congestion pricing at LaGuardia Airport will serve as an incentive
to shift scheduling away from the peak hours, thereby alleviating many congestion
problems that occur during “rush hour” everyday.
Extend Slot Lottery:
On December 4, 2000 at the FAA office in Washington, DC, FAA officials conducted the
LaGuardia slot lottery. The names of the 13 eligible airlines were placed into capsules,
then drawn at random to determine the order of the slot selection. Only New entrants and
Limited Incumbents were allowed to make selections in the first round. Small hub/Nonhub airlines were not permitted to make a first round selection. The subsequent rounds
followed the order determined by the random drawing until all 159 slots were selected.
The airlines selected slots in the time slot of their choice, until the slots in that time frame
were no longer available.
Take active steps to ensure that the Airport Congestion Relief Act (H.R. 757) becomes
law. This legislation would extend the results of the slot lottery for an additional year, or
until the Federal Aviation Administration devises a permanent long term strategy.
Burden Sharing:
Devise a long-term strategy to divert a portion of LaGuardia traffic to John F. Kennedy
International Airport and Newark by supporting logical and convenient transport methods
to and from the airports such as the AirTrain from Manhattan to JFK.
Jet Blue has been successful at taking advantage of the untapped market at JFK. It
provides low-fare service, increased competition and better access to New York for
travelers in many communities. With the AirTrain scheduled for completion in 2003 and
the additional flights to upstate New York, JFK will have the mechanism in place to
begin sharing LaGuardia’s congestion burden, thereby creating an equilibrium between
New York’s airports that is to the advantage of passengers, airlines, and the residents of
New York.19

• Curfew
Require the airport and the Port Authority to enforce an 11:00p.m. curfew on flight
operations at LaGuardia. The need for this curfew clearly exists. Continental Airlines
flight 1960 from Houston, Texas arrives at LaGuardia airport at 1:55a.m. on a regular
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basis.20 These types of flights unnecessarily cause further disruptions to over 150,000
residents in Queens.

• Ban Hush Kits
A hush kit forces engine exhaust through a nozzle into an ejector shroud, decreasing
the velocity of the exhaust and thus theoretically making it quieter. The reality is that
hush kits induce weight and performance penalties, which translate into 50 percent
more fuel consumption on take-off and significantly worse noise standards than
current technology aircraft.
Therefore it is essential that there is an elimination of the use of hush kits on all
aircraft. Furthermore, we must ensure that all aircraft are Stage 3 compliant.
Call upon Congress to move legislation requiring airplanes to become Stage 4
compliant within 10 years.

IX. LaGuardia Airport Summit:
In May 2001, Congressman Crowley will host a LaGuardia Airport summit that will
bring together experts, federal and local officials, community leaders, and other
interested parties to discuss the most pressing issues affecting Laguardia Airport and
the surrounding community. This summit will focus on topics such as combating air
and noise pollution, airport delays, airplane safety, and burden sharing.
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